REQUEST FOR STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
ADDENDUM NO. 1

DATE: March 18, 2019

PROJECT: Request for Statement of Qualifications for
The Environmental Assessment Taxiway
Alpha (A) Relocation Project
Birmingham-Shuttlesworth
International Airport

FROM: Birmingham Airport Authority (BAA)
5900 Messer Airport Highway
Birmingham, Alabama 35212

TO: All Perspective Submitters and Participants

GENERAL:

This addendum will form a part of the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the
Environmental Assessment Taxiway Alpha (A) Relocation Project Documents and
modifies the original RFQ dated March 6, 2019. The following conditions and/or changes
take precedence over items in the original RFQ. Portions of the RFQ not changed by this
Addendum remain in effect. Recipients of this Addendum are advised to provide this
Addendum to anyone to whom they further distribute without the BAA’s knowledge.

Respondents are required to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in their submitted
Statement of Qualifications (SOQ). Failure to do so may subject the submitting SOQ
participant to disqualification.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION /CLARIFICATIONS/ATTACHMENTS DESCRIBED
BELOW:

1. **Existing SOQ language:** Page 4, Paragraph One (1) reads as follows:
   “The Successful
   Submitting Firm/Consultant shall provide Basic Services which includes and may
   require Special Services”.
Clarification: Change existing language to read as follows;

“The Successful Submitting Firm/Consultant shall provide Basic Services which includes and may require Special Services”.

2. **Existing language: Page 12; Paragraph 4;** Upon failure of negotiations with the selected Successful Submitting Firm/Team of Firms,

Clarification: Change existing language to read as follows;

Upon failure of negotiations with the selected Successful Submitting Firm/Team, the Authority reserves the right to then enter into negotiations with the second ranked firm/team, and/or any of the remaining Submitting Firms/Team.

3. **Existing language: Page 13; Paragraph 5;**

   The Authority reserves the right to reject or disregard any or all qualifications statement or is it legally bound in any manner whatsoever by the submission of a statement pursuant to this published process.

Clarification: Change existing language to read as follows;

The Authority reserves the right to reject or disregard any or all qualifications statement nor is it legally bound in any manner whatsoever by the submission of a statement pursuant to this published process.

4. **Existing language: Page 1; Paragraph 4;**

   The Authority must, in accordance with FAA design criteria, set forth and under Advisory Circular of the Federal Aviation Administration, cause for the relocation of the entire length of the taxiway to the approved separation from the centerline of Runway 6-24.

Clarification: Change existing language to read as follows;

The Authority must, in accordance with FAA design criteria, set forth and under Advisory Circular of the Federal Aviation Administration, cause for the relocation of the entire affected relocated length of the taxiway to the approved separation from the centerline of Runway 6-24.

END OF ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE (1).